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Abstract—The CAPABLE project aims to improve the wellbe-
ing of cancer patients managed at home via a mobile Coaching
System recommending physical and mental health interventions.
Patient reported outcomes are important for evaluation of the
efficacy of these interventions. Nevertheless a large number
of surveys might be overwhelming to patients. To understand
the cognitive demand caused by the surveys and to find the
adequate time to prompt patients to complete them we carried
out a feasibility study. In this study we developed a machine
learning cognitive load detector from blood volume pulse (BVP)
captured by a photoplethysmography (PPG) signal. PPG sensors
are available on consumer-grade smartwatches, which we will
use in our Coaching System. We found that personalised 1D
convolutional neural networks trained on raw BVP signal per-
formed better in binary high vs low cognitive load classification
than the personalised Support Vector Machines trained with
heart rate variability and BVP features. We investigated if the
further improvements can be obtained by teacher-student semi-
supervised model training, nevertheless the performance gains
were not notable. In the future we will include additional context
information that might aid cognitive load estimation and drive
both survey design as well as the timing of the prompts.

Index Terms—Cognitive load, Classification, BVP, mHealth

I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer patients often suffer from a decrease in their phys-
ical, mental, and social wellbeing [1]. The Horizon 2020
CAncer PAtient Better Life Experience (CAPABLE) project
aims to improve the emotional and physical wellbeing of
cancer patients at home. To improve patients’ mental wellbe-
ing, the CAPABLE Coaching System delivers via a mobile
app evidence-based patient-specific behavioral modification
recommendations from the mindfulness, positive psychology,
and physical activity domains, which aim to reduce stress,
improve sleep, and develop mental resilience. To support the
physical wellbeing of patients, the Coaching System delivers
clinical guideline-based recommendations that mostly concern
treatment of cancer and other comorbidities and monitoring,
prevention and treatment of adverse drug events (ADEs). To
evaluate the efficacy of the treatments recommended by the
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Coaching System and to compare them to other treatments,
standardized monitoring of patients’ quality of life is neces-
sary.

Part of patients’ health status can be objectively measured
through laboratory test results; other essential parts are com-
plemented by biosignals collected via the patient’s smartwatch
and through patient-reported outcomes (PROs) collected via
the Coaching System’s mobile app; the latter are the focus
of this paper. PROs [2] are outcomes that are collected
directly from patients without an interpretation made by clin-
icians. They are collected via quantitative survey questions
that address different dimensions of wellbeing and allow a
standardized way to report the severity of ADEs and other
symptoms. For example, National Cancer Institute’s Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) [3] in-
cludes items for scoring the severity of patients symptoms.
The clinical staff might underestimate distress of symptoms
experienced by patients [4], therefore PROs are commonly
incorporated in clinical studies [5].

The CAPABLE clinical team researched validated PRO
instruments and identified ten instruments that the patients
should use periodically; each contains 5-30 questions. Among
others, they assess outcomes related to nutrition (NRS2002
[6]), sleep patterns (ISI [7]), mood (GAD7 [8], PHQ9 [9])
and quality of life (EORTC QLQ-C30 [10]). Although cancer
patients are in general willing to answer questionnaires that
could contribute to their own health and to science [11], the
large number of such periodic surveys might be overwhelming.
We hypothesize that the appropriate scheduling of the
prompts to fill selected questionnaires might impact survey
completion. Patients may be more responsive to a prompt
to fill in a survey when they are not occupied by other
difficult tasks. Thus prompt scheduling systems should be
aware of patients’ cognitive load. Inferring cognitive load
is commonly performed using electrocardiograms (ECGs)
or electroencephalograms (EEGs) [12], however sensors for
capturing these signals might be not practical for daily use.

In this feasibility study, we developed a machine learning
solution for low cognitive load detection from blood volume



pulse (BVP), which can be captured by consumer-grade smart-
watches [13]. The cognitive load detector will guide the timing
of the prompts to fill a questionnaire. It could also be used to
evaluate if the completion of the questions was too strenuous
for the patients.

II. RELATED WORK

A. When are users more receptive to complete surveys?

The number of studies on survey completion rates by cancer
patients is limited, therefore we draw on work from other
applications. Sarker et al. [14] investigated the relationship
between smoking, alcohol use and their mediators. As part
of their study, users were prompted to fill in Ecological
Momentary Assessment self-reports multiple times daily. They
found that the prompts were the least effective when the users
were not cognitively available to engage in the activity because
they were working or driving a car.

Chan et al. [15] designed a memory coaching app that
considers cognitive availability of the user when reminding
them to perform a memory exercise. The authors suggested
that cognitive availability can be determined by estimation of
users’ cognitive load and found that users were more receptive
to prompts to perform memory exercise under low cognitive
load than under high cognitive load.

Based on these results we hypothesise that prompts to fill
in a survey delivered when the models detects low cognitive
load could be more effective.

B. Cognitive load associated with PRO reporting in CAPABLE

Some of the PRO instruments that the CAPABLE patients
will be asked to complete may pose significant cognitive load
due to various reasons. First, they ask questions that may raise
awareness of difficulties (e.g., “Were you limited in pursuing
your hobbies or other leisure time activities?” [10]). Second,
some of them contain a large number of questions (e.g.,
EORTC QLQ-C30 contains 30 questions). Third, standardized
symptom reporting by patients, according to the CTCAE
terminology, may require patients to perform several steps in
order to report a single symptom and its grade. For example
first asses the % of area of each body part covered by rash
and from this deduce the appropriate symptom severity grade.

The automatic assessment of patients cognitive load during
survey completion can guide the stopping criterion on when
no more questions should be asked before patient become
disengaged.

C. Cognitive load detection from physiological signals

Haapalainen et al. [16] collected data from multiple sensors
and compared their ability to assess cognitive load. They
found that median heat flux measurements in combination with
ECG yields most accurate results reaching 80% of accuracy;
however each signal on their own had lower performance.

Markova et al. [17] trained a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier on features extracted from combination of
photoplethysmography (PPG) signal with galvanic skin resis-
tance (GSR) and ECG with GSR. The latter yielded better

concentration classification performance (78% vs. 74% accu-
racy). The performance of the model trained on the features
from each sensor separately was not reported.

Interestingly, recently a simple measurement of heart rate
variability (HRV) calculated as the standard deviation of the
time between normal beats (SDNN) and root mean square
of successive differences of heartbeat intervals (RMSSD)
has been shown to be strongly correlated with self reported
cognitive load [18]. Solhjoo et al. derived this HRV measures
from ECG signal [18], however the HRV can be also captured
through measurement of BVP using a PPG sensor [19].

PPG sensors are more commonly found in consumer-grade
smartwatches [13] and therefore we intend to develop a model
that can detect cognitive load from BVP captured by PPG.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Proposed approach

We are inspired by Chan et al. [15] who found that users
were more receptive to prompts to perform tasks (memory
exercise) under low cognitive load than under high cognitive
load. For CAPABLE patients, the tasks are completing PRO
questionnaires, which are an essential part of their followup
and management. The CAPABLE app will support the entire
process: (a) assessing the cognitive availability of patients
(i.e., low cognitive load), (b) triggering a pop-up with the
questionnaire, and (c) completing the questionnaire. This
study focuses on cognitive availability assessment from BVP.
The patients will wear smartwatches continuously, yielding
a large amount of unlabeled data. On the other hand, the
number of labeled examples of high and low cognitive load
gathered from each patients will be low, possibly insufficient
for supervised training of deep neural network-based models.
Therefore, it might be beneficial to leverage from the unlabeled
data and adapt semi-supervised approach for cognitive load
detector training. In this feasibility study we investigate semi-
supervised teacher-student approach, which was first intro-
duced by Yalniz et al. [20] for image classification task. Here
we adapt it to BVP classification (see Figure 1).
The teacher-student set up consists of two models and 4 steps:

1) Teacher model is trained in a supervised fashion on a
small number of labeled examples.

2) Teacher model is applied to unlabeled examples. The
predictions serve as pseudolabels.

3) New model, a student, is trained on pseudolabeled data
4) Student model is fine tuned on the small number of

labeled examples.

B. Dataset

We used the publicly available CLAS dataset [17]. The
dataset of PPG, EEG and GSR measurements, was gathered
from 60 patients involved in cognitively difficult tasks: Stroop
test, math test, logic problem test, and emotionally evoking
stimuli. The measurements of baseline response were gathered
at the start of the session and in-between cognitively or emo-
tionally demanding sessions, when participants were exposed
to a neutral stimulus. In this study we consider BVP signals



Fig. 1. Teacher-student training procedure.

captured by PPG during high cognitive load tasks (math and
logic test) and low cognitive load (baseline and neutral). Note
we excluded the Stroop task, which Markova et al. used as
a measure of concentration rather than cognitive burden. For
each participant cumulatively there are ∼5 minutes of the low
cognitive load signal and ∼8 minutes of the high cognitive
load signal.

For each subject the unlabeled data used during semi-
supervised training consisted of the full signal recordings,
this included measurements captured during Stroop test and
emotional invoking stimuli. The full length of the recording
was ∼35 minutes.

C. Data preparation

Prior to splitting data into training and test datasets we used
heartPy [21] Python library to filter the PPG signal. We applied
bandpass filter with cutoff frequencies between 0.5 and 3.5 Hz.

We conducted within-patient cross-validation and for each
subject we created 3 datasets: labeled training, unlabeled
training and labeled testing. We used half of the patient signal
from each category (high and low cognitive load) for model
training and half for testing. The features were extracted from
10 sec long signal window.

1) Labeled training data: To balance the number of training
examples we used varying step size for low and high cognitive
load signal. For training the step size for neutral stimuli signal
was 5 samples and for high cognitive load 10 samples, yielding
∼ 12200 training examples.

2) Unlabeled training data: The step size for unlabeled
examples extracted from the full subject recording was 50
samples yielding ∼ 12000 unlabeled examples.

3) Test data: For testing the step size was equal to window
size for low cognitive load and 1.7 × window size for high
cognitive load to create balanced test set with no overlapping
signals windows. This yielded ∼ 30 test examples for each
subject with ∼ 15 examples per class.

D. Machine learning models

1) Support vector machine (SVM): To create baseline per-
formance of the personalised cognitive load classification we
trained SVMs using only two features – SDNN and RMSSD,
which were previously found to be strongly correlated with
cognitive load [18]. Peper et al. [19] suggested that there
might be more to BVP than the HRV, therefore we also
trained SVMs with wider range of statistical features com-
monly calculated from ECG signal [22]. These are: beats per
minute (BPM), the standard deviation of successive differences
between neighbouring heart beat intervals (SDSD), SDNN,
RMSSD, the proportion of differences between successive
heart beats greater than 50ms and 20ms (pNN50, pNN20)
and two Poincaré plot measures SD1 and SD2 describing
short and long term variability respectively. The features were
derived from BVP using heartPy [21]. We used scikit-learn
[23] implementation of SVM with default parameters.

2) 1D convolutional neural network (CNN): Both teacher
and student model have the same shallow 1D CNN archi-
tecture, previously shown effective in stress recognition from
BVP signal [24]. We directly input extracted 10-second long
snippets of the signal to a simple 1D CNN. The model has
two convolutional layers with 16, 8 filters respectively and
kernel size of 3, followed by max pooling layer and fully
connected layer with 30 nodes and output layer of size 2.
Each convolutional layer has a ReLu activation function and
output layer with softmax. The model was implemented in
Keras with a TensorFlow backend.

E. Evaluation

1) Baseline vs. 1D CNN: Given that the length of training
signal for each patients is limited and extracted training ex-
amples are heavily over-sampled, we first examined if person-
alised 1D CNNs could reach baseline performance obtained
from personalised SVMs trained with HRV features. Table I
shows average accuracy and standard deviation of baseline
SVM and 1D CNN across all patients. The performance of
the 1D CNN trained on the raw signal examples exceeded
performance of the SVM trained with 2 HRV features and
with 8 features, suggesting that statistical features do not
capture all the information from the BVP signal. Note that the
performance of personalised cognitive load classifiers varied
between patients, regardless of the classification method.

TABLE I
BASELINE VS. 1D CNN

SVM (2 features) SVM (8 features) 1D CNN
Average

Accuracy 0.570 0.587 0.605

Std 0.102 0.105 0.075

2) Teacher-student approach: We trained each personalised
model 3 times with different random seeds used for model
initialisation. In table II we report mean accuracy across all
patients and standard deviation (std) between patients for each
run as well as the average accuracy between runs. On average



the student model performed just marginally better than the
teacher.

TABLE II
TEACHER - STUDENT RESULTS

Run Teacher Models
Mean Accuracy [Std] Student Models

Mean Accuracy [Std]

1 0.605 0.075 0.611 0.081
2 0.612 0.091 0.614 0.084
3 0.603 0.097 0.603 0.083

Average
Accuracy 0.607 0.609

Std 0.005 0.006

IV. DISCUSSION

Cognitive load classification from BVP signal is a chal-
lenging task. The 1D CNN classifier trained in a personalised
fashion on raw BVP signal achieved better results than the
personalised SVMs trained with statistical features calculated
from BVP. Nevertheless, the results did not reach the cogni-
tive load detection performance previously reported by other
researchers when using ECG or a combination of signals from
various wearable sensors. Furthermore, in our feasibility study
on the CLAS dataset, the semi-supervised teacher-student
training did not yield notable improvements in cognitive load
classification performance. The possible explanation for this
result relates to either 1) teacher model performance or 2) the
utility of unlabeled set:

1) 1D CNN teacher model might have already achieved
the ceiling performance that can be obtained when
training on the BVP signal and there is no more extra
information that could be extracted from the additional
dataset. Alternatively, the teacher model performance
could be too low and the provided pseudolabels cannot
meaningfully drive training of the student model.

2) The unlabeled dataset did not capture the interesting
variability in the cognitive load signal as the majority
of the signal that has not been already included in
the labeled set came from the participants’ exposure to
emotional stimuli which might be too different from the
cognitive load physiological response. It is also possible
that the unlabeled dataset was too small to lead to
student model improvements. Yalniz et al. [20] used a
billion of unlabeled examples.

It is possible that further improvement to the cognitive load
classification from BVP might be achieved by different design
of the signal annotation (labeling) protocol. Binary labels (high
vs. low cognitive load) might suffice to determine whether
a patient is occupied by a task and hence should not be
interrupted by a prompt to start the survey; however, binary
labels do not capture the fine-grained level of cognitive burden
caused by a user’s activity. This is important for determining
when to stop asking the patient to complete additional surveys.
We would aim at asking patients to complete two short surveys
at one time if they have not ”maxed out” on their cognitive
load as well as their valence (i.e., degree of positive vs.

negative emotion) [25], both of which can be detected from
BVP. Patients in such state might experience distress from
further requests, leading them to be less compliant to complete
surveys in the future.

In future work, we will also explore the incorporation of
other information that could be gathered either by consumer
grade smartwatches or smartphones that can help with the esti-
mation of a patient’s cognitive load, valence, and availability.
For example, GPS location might aid prompt scheduling; it
could assist in detecting when patients are driving a car and
should not be interrupted. As another example, to compare
alternative designs of symptom reporting interfaces, based on
the degree of cognitive load that they pose, the patients’ screen
can be captured during survey completion to determine which
items of the survey took the longest to complete.
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